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Abstract

This article presents a system to generate
Arab music improvisation using machine
translation (MT). To reach this goal, we
developed a MT model to translate a vo-
cal improvisation into an automatic instru-
mental oud (Arab lute) response. Given
the melodic and non-metric musical form,
it was necessary to develop efficient tex-
tual representations in order for classical
MT models to be as successful as in com-
mon NLP applications. We experimented
with Statistical and Neural MT to train
our parallel corpus (Vocal → Instrument)
of 6991 sentences. The best model was
then used to generate improvisation by it-
eratively translating the translations of the
most common patterns of each maqām
(n-grams), producing elaborated variations
conditioned to listener feedback. We con-
structed a dataset of 717 instrumental im-
provisations to extract their n-grams. Ob-
jective evaluation of MT was conducted at
two levels: a sentence-level evaluation us-
ing the BLEU metric, and a higher level
evaluation using musically informed met-
rics. Objective measures were consistent
with one another. Subjective evaluations
by experts from the maqām music tradition
were promising, and a useful reference for
understanding objective results.

© 2023 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
Commons 4.0 licence, no derivative works, attribution, CC-
BY-ND.

Figure 1: The most common maqāmāts in Arab Music (Al-
Abbas, 1986).

1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to present a method
for using machine translation (MT) to gener-
ate automatic instrumental improvisation in Arab
maqām music, particularly in two contexts: re-
sponsive accompaniment to vocal improvisation
(mawwāl), and free instrumental improvisation
(taqāsı̄m). This method could then be adapted to
other melodic musical traditions. We situate this
project within the efforts to maintain, preserve, and
develop these musical forms in Arab music using
(MT) paradigms. We construct our own corpora
and tools for their collection and processing, ex-
plore neural and statistical methods, and test them
using the bilingual evaluation understudy (BLEU)
measure, which is a common MT metric (Papineni
et al., 2002). The study presents the results of us-
ing a BLEU score along with musically informed



metrics (Yang and Lerch, 2020) and subjective
evaluations. More broadly, we view this music-
based project as a MT challenge within the broader
context of under-resourced languages (Krauwer,
2003) (Berment, 2004).

In Arab music, mawwāl is a non-metric vocal
improvisation and is often applied to narrative po-
etry. Upon the completion of each vocal sentence,
the instrumentalist performs a recapitulation, or a
translation of that sentence (Racy, 1998) (Farraj,
2007). In other words, the duo (singer, instru-
mentalist) play a musical conversation. At time ti,
the singer produces an improvisatory phrase p(ti),
then the instrumentalist produces a musical answer
corresponding to p(ti), which we will call a(ti+1).
When the instrumentalist finishes, the singer re-
sponds with a new improvisatory sentence p(ti+2),
and this process is repeated until the end of the im-
provisation. In this paper, we first review our ap-
proach for using MT to propose an instrumental re-
sponsive accompaniment to mawwāl. We then ex-
plain how to use the same model to generate a full
instrumental improvisation in the maqām context
using iterative translation. We particularily aim to
answer the following questions:

• How can reducing the dimensions in the sym-
bolic (textual) representation of a small paral-
lel (vocal and instrumental) dataset help train-
ing statistical and neural MT models?

• How can a vocal-to-instrumental MT model
serve as a basis to generate real-time instru-
mental improvisation conditioned to listener
feedback?

• What is the significance of an objective mea-
sure for the evaluation of MT (BLEU) in this
particular application, especially in relation to
musically informed objective metrics and ex-
pert subjective evaluation?

2 Background

2.1 Introducing the maqam

Arab music is based on the concept of maqām.
It is a system of scales, melodic patterns, modu-
lation possibilities, ornamental standards as well
as aesthetic conventions that together form a rich
melodic framework and artistic tradition. Maqa-
mat (plural of maqām) are organized by principles
that establish common patterns, developments, and
relationships between the different maqamat. The

most related counterpart in Western music is the
mode (Boulos, 2021). Each maqām is based on
a scale; figure 1 illustrates the most important
maqāmāt. The first note in the ascending stepwise
scale is the first scale degree, the second note is the
second scale degree, etc.

Traditional Arabic music compositions and im-
provisations are based on the maqām system. Im-
provisations are non-metric forms and can be per-
formed in vocal music as well as instrumental mu-
sic. These are called mawāwı̄l (plural of mawwāl)
in the former case, and taqāsı̄m (pl. of taqsimah) in
the latter. The mawwāl exhibits the vocalist’s vir-
tuosity when singing narrative poetry, and taqāsı̄m
demonstrates the instrumentalist’s virtuosity and
the instrument’s beauty and capabilities. Both
forms are tightly connected to a sense of modal
ecstasy (Racy, 2004). In practice and before the
start of the mawwāl, an instrumentalist may set the
stage for the singer by performing a taqsı̄mah on
the same maqām.

2.2 Related work

There are several recent contributions to generat-
ing musical compositions and accompaniments in
Western music. In (Rao and Lau, 2018), hidden
Markov models were used to follow the musical
score in expressive performance, and also to play
and possibly adjust the chordal accompaniment
based on the soloist’s interpretation of the score.
Similarly, (Mo, 2022) used these models for piano
accompaniment, and (Asesh, 2022) utilized them
in order to reproduce and synthesize both mono-
phonic and polyphonic music selected from vin-
tage 8-bit video games. Finite state transducers
were used in (Forsyth, 2016) to develop a data-
driven method for automatic harmonic accompa-
niments to melodies.

In (Ren et al., 2020), an accompaniment model
was built for pop music with an encoder-decoder.
In so doing, they encoded multi-track MIDI events
from each musical measure into one larger se-
quence. In order to capture long-term dependen-
cies, a transformer was used as a backbone for both
the encoder and decoder. The model was trained
on MIDI datasets with sizes that ranged widely,
from 5k to 21k musical pieces, where each dataset
included tens of thousands of measures (bars). Us-
ing transformer-based NMT in (Kalonaris et al.,
2020), a model to generate contrapuntal musical
accompaniment was developed based on a total



dataset of 17K+ four-bar parallel sequences. For
testing, they conducted both objective and sub-
jective evaluations and reported that the objective
BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) – typically
used to evaluate MT of natural languages – cor-
responded with human subjective evaluation.

Early contributions towards automating the in-
strumental musical accompaniment started in the
mid-1980s (Dannenberg, 1984) (Vercoe, 1984).
However, researching automatic accompaniment
in the context of Arab music is relatively recent
(Al-Ghawanmeh, 2012). To our knowledge, this
is the only project focused on generating instru-
mental improvisation in the Arab maqam idiom
using machine learning. As asserted in (Magnus-
son, 2021), the musical ideas of a given place are
imbricated with its music technologies. We thus
understand our work as contributing to broader ef-
forts to maintain, preserve, and develop the music
practices of the Arab world in an AI driven era.

3 Machine translation of mawwal

Data structuring and representation are key in this
application in order for statistical and neural MT
models to be as satisfying as in NLP applications.
We therefore begin this section by describing these
details before discussing the details and evaluation
of the MT models.

3.1 Dataset

For MT, we need a parallel corpus for training and
fine-tuning the models. In our case, each sentence
improvisation should be presented as follows:
p(ti), a(ti+1), p(ti+2), a(ti+3), . . . p(ti+n),
a(tn+1). From this structure, we should build a
parallel corpus that will respect the format given
in Table 1.

Source Target
p(ti), . . . p(ti+n) a(ti+1), . . . a(ti+n+1)

Table 1: The format of the parallel mawwāl corpus.

This kind of corpus does not exist, so we cre-
ated it. In order to do so, we gathered own singers,
MIDI keyboard instrumentalists, and equipped
recording rooms. Indeed, the MIDI keyboard
can emulate Arab instruments to a sufficient de-
gree, and many singers today are accompanied
by electronic keyboards rather than acoustic in-
struments. The singer sings a sentence p(ti)
and the instrumentalist produces an oud answer

(a(ti+1)). This protocol standardized the record-
ing process and circumvented the need to tran-
scribe existing mawāwı̄l, a consuming task. Vo-
cal signals were transcribed automatically using a
transcriber that was developed and tested for the
mawwāl (Al-Ghawanmeh, 2012), allowing similar
adjacent notes to merge for the better presentation
of melodic patterns (Al-Ghawanmeh and Smaı̈li,
2018).

3.2 Data representation
The vocal sentence and the instrumental response
are represented by scale degree and duration as in
Table 2. The scale degree is represented by the
letter s and the duration by t. The scale degrees
of the vocal sentence, respectively, are: 7th degree
(octave lower) and 1st degree. The instrumental re-
sponse is a descending four-note motive. The scale
degrees of this instrumental response are respec-
tively: 3rd, 2nd, 1st and 1st degree (octave lower).
The notation t7 means that the duration of the pre-
vious note is of rank 7 on a scale of 8.

Type Musical score Text representation

V. s7t7s1t8

I. s3t6s2t3s1t5s1t8

Table 2: Data representation for MT. ”V”is for vocal and ”I”
for instrumental sentences.

We recorded a corpus of 6991 parallel sentences
whose statistics are given in Table 3. Instrumen-
tal sentences are usually longer than vocal sen-
tences due to the acoustic features of plucking in-
struments. The dataset is available for use for re-
search purposes. 1

Vocal Instr
Sentence count 6991 6991
Duration 12.46h 10.96h
Note count (NC) 88947 176279
Average NC per sentence 12.75 25.27
σ of NC per sentence 10.53 20.60
Sentences within 1 octave 91.12% 45.27%

Table 3: Statistics on the parallel corpus.

Since our corpus is small in comparison to
corpora for MT between natural languages, the
1The dataset is available via this link:
https://github.com/FadiGhawanmeh/AMICOR



amount of vocabulary should be small in order to
have a good coverage of the melodic sentences.
In fact, the pitch range of both the vocal impro-
visation and the instrumental accompaniment can
exceed two octaves. If we decide to use pitches
as letters in our corpus, the total count of let-
ters can exceed 48 (24 pitches per octave with a
minimum interval of 1

4 ). When using pitch-class
representation, which equates octaves, the total
count of letters does not exceed 24 pitches. This
number remains high relative to the small size of
the corpus. Given this issue, and the complica-
tion of incorporating different maqāmāt in vary-
ing keys, we decided to use scale degree represen-
tation. Arab maqāmāt are often based on seven
scale degrees, allowing us to have the total num-
ber of letters as low as seven. Consequently, in
our MT, we use a vocabulary of 15 different words
(s1 . . . s7, t1 . . . t8).

3.3 Statistical and neural MT

For Statistical MT (SMT), we utilized the 2017
stable release of the Moses engine (Koehn et al.,
2007) in order to train our models. This process
utilized conventional phrase-based modeling, with
bidirectional lexical and phrase translation prob-
abilities, a word and phrase penalty, a distortion
model, and a 3-gram language model with smooth-
ing (witten-bell).

For neural MT (NMT), we trained our mod-
els with the OpenNMT system (Klein et al.,
2020). We utilized sequence-to-sequence mod-
eling (Sutskever et al., 2014). We obtained the
best NMT results with the following configuration:
one embedding layer, two bidirectional RNN (pre-
cisely: LSTM) encoder layers, two RNN decoder
layers, and a softmax layer, with an RNN size of
512. It is worth noting that we also experimented
with the transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) as a po-
tential substitute to RNN, however the results did
not outperform the RNN. While transformers are
typically used with larger corpora, ours is small,
diverse, and accounts for few dimensions. In par-
ticular, the data only incorporates scale-degree and
quantized duration, with a 15-word vocabulary and
an average sentence length of 12.75 in the source
sequence and 25.27 words in the target sequence.

In developing the models, we used 90% of the
dataset for training, 5% for validation, and 5% for
testing. As our dataset is small, we also applied
cross-validation. In NMT, we applied data aug-

mentation using transcriptions of time-stretched
copies of the dataset. We used the BLEU mea-
sure (Papineni et al., 2002) as an objective method
to compare, at the sentence level, the generated
translation to the human translation. The BLEU
scores for SMT and NMT are given in Table 4. The
results for SMT, NMT (LSTM), and NMT (trans-
former) were 22.12, 18.29 and 12.6, respectively.

MT model SMT NMT NMT
(LSTM) (Transformer)

BLEU 22.12 18.29 12.60

Table 4: BLEU Results of MT.

To compare our SMT and best NMT models to
human improvisation beyond the sentence level,
we present in Table 5 five musically informed
objective metrics adapted from (Yang and Lerch,
2020), and provide a generic statistical overview.
We calculated the value of each metric for each
sentence, then found the average and the standard
deviation over the whole test set. Over the five
metrics, the average distance between machine and
human translation is 8.54% and 14.34% for SMT
and NMT (LSTM), respectively.

Metric Human SMT NMT
(p.s) (LSTM)

x σ x σ x σ

M1 24.7 20.1 24.0 17.5 14.6 6.8
M2 5.1 1.6 5.1 1.5 4.7 1.5
M3 1.7 0.9 1.7 0.9 1.8 0.9
M4 0.9 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.9 0.4
M5 4.0 1.2 3.2 0.6 4.50 1.2

Table 5: Comparing best MT models to human accom-
paniment using musically informed objective metrics: note
count (M1), scale degree count (M2), scale degree range
(M3), mean scale degree interval (M4), and mean quantized-
duration (M5). Metrics were calculated per sentence (p.s),
then the average (x) and standard deviation (σ) were calcu-
lated on all sentences of the test set.

We can conclude that for this particular appli-
cation and within the presented conditions, SMT
provided somewhat better results than NMT. This
is probably because our dataset is relatively small,
diverse, and incorporating relatively few dimen-
sions or parameters. Many datasets targeting West-
ern styles, such as mainstream pop in (Ren et al.,
2020), are much larger and incorporate multiple
parameters in order to address polyphony and me-
ter. Our small dataset, however, only addresses



the parameters of pitch and duration. NMT re-
sults, however, are expected to outperform SMT
with further expansion of the dataset. The two
methods can then co-exist because each presents
a musically different response as indicated by the
above-presented musically informed metrics, as if
each response comes from a different musical in-
strument of different characteristics. The example
presented in table 6 also illustrates this different
response. In the absence of baseline results in this
style, we consider our results as baseline for future
research.

Sentence:
s1t1s3t1s4t1s3t1s4t8s5t1s4t5s5t1s4t5s6t1s4t6s3
t1s4t2s3t1s4t1s2t2s3t1s4t4s3t1s4t5s6t1s5t1s3t1
s4t1s2t1s3t1s4t1s3t1s2t2s1t8
Translation SMT:
s1t2s2t3s3t3s4t3s3t3s4t4s4t3s4t3s4t3s3t3s4t3s3
t3s4t3s6t2s6t2s4t2s3t3s2t3s3t3s2t3s2t4s3t3s4t3
s3t3s4t3s6t3s5t4s4t4s4t3s3t3s2t6s1t6s1t6s1t8
Translation NMT (LSTM):
s1t2s2t2s3t2s4t3s3t2s3t3s2t1s1t3s5t3s4t2s3t2s2
t3s3t4s4t1s3t2s2t2s1t4s1t2s1t4s3t1s5t2s4t1s5t2
s2t4s3

Table 6: Example of outputs of the best MT models.

3.4 Subjective evaluation

In natural languages, there are established conven-
tions for determining successful and inadequate
BLEU scores, however these standards do not nec-
essarily apply to this application. It is therefore un-
clear whether or not a BLEU score of 22.12 could
be considered good. We therefore applied subjec-
tive listening tests as an alternative measure. We
asked three professional practitioners of classical
Arab music to complete extensive listening tests
for human-performed translations and computer-
generated translations. In each test, the evaluators
listened to randomly selected parallel sentences:
fifty of these sentences were human-performed in-
strumental translations and fifty were computer-
generated translations. The evaluators rated each
translation from 1 (very poor) to 5 (excellent). We
asked them to focus on pitch and rhythm, and to
ignore dynamics, tempo, register, and timbre be-
cause these qualities were not considered in the
study.

As shown in Table 7, we note that even for hu-
man responses, the experts were not totally sat-

isfied with the performance of the instrumental-
ists. This is normal for experts of this music tra-
dition; the automatic responses produced by the
SMT, however, received an average score of 3.29,
with a minimum of 2.65 and a maximum of 3.85.
For further subjective and musicological discus-
sion, we refer to relevant work related to this
project that leans more towards humanistic musi-
cological approaches (Al-Ghawanmeh et al., 2021)
(Al-Ghawanmeh et al., 2019), focusing primarily
on subjective evaluation, speculative discussions
regarding the possibilities for machine virtuosity,
and the holistic impact of artificially intelligent
compositions for musical experience writ large.

Human SMT
Mean average 4.03 3.29
Range of averages [3.91, 4,17] [2.85, 3.85]

Table 7: Subjective evaluation of the human and SMT re-
sponsive improvisation

4 Taqasim Generation

Tarab music, to which taqāsı̄m belongs, empha-
sizes repetition (Racy, 2004). While repetition
may be important for any musical work, it does
not necessarily involve exact replication, and can
incorporate variations and elaborations (Dai et al.,
2022). In this section, we tackle the issue of
taqāsı̄m generation. The main idea of our method
starts from the definition of the maqām. As previ-
ously noted, the maqām is a set of pitches as well
as characteristic melodic motives and formulas
of their use (Nettl, 2007). Technically speaking,
characteristic melodic motives are the frequently-
repeated melodic patterns in a representative sam-
ple (corpus) of improvisations.

We thus constructed a representative taqāsı̄m
corpus (Cmi) on several maqāmāt. We then ex-
tracted the frequently repeated patterns (n-grams)
from each Cmi and used them afterwards as seeds
to create and develop new musical sentences in
new improvisations. This was inspired by (Ünal et
al., 2014) who used n-grams efficiently within an
algorithm for an automatic classification of Turk-
ish maqām from symbolic data.

To construct the taqāsı̄m corpus, we requested
two practitioners to perform improvisations of sev-
eral lengths on eight main maqāmāt (see Figure 1).
We collected 717 improvisations. Statistics con-
cerning this dataset are presented in Table 8.



Musical detail Value
Total number of improvisations 717
Total duration 22.09h
Total note count 631201
Average note count 880.34
σ of Note Count 690.68

Table 8: Statistics on the taqāsı̄m instrumental corpus

After construcing the taqāsı̄m corpus and ex-
tracting the frequently repeated n-grams, we then
used the MT model presented in Section 4 but for
a different task. Instead of translating a vocal sen-
tence into an instrumental response, the new task
was to translate a given n-gram into an elaborate
variation of itself.

The process of generating music is based on Al-
gorithm 1. Its main idea is to select an n-gram
from a maqām’s corpus Cmi, then in an iterative
process we translate it into an elaborated variation
of itself. This means we translate the translation to
have more elaborated variations.

Algorithm 1 Process of generating sentences in a
specific maqām

0: S(0)← Select(Cmt, ngram)
i← 1

0: while count(s1, S(i− 1)) ≤ α do
NewSent← Trans(S(i− 1))

0: if MotionCapture(NewSent) = 0 then
0: S(i− 1)← Select(Cmt, ngram)
0: NewSent← Trans(S(i− 1))
0: else
0: S(i)← NewSent
0:

0: end if
0: i← i+ 1
0: end while=0

This algorithm takes into account the user’s
feedback by analyzing the time series signal pro-
duced by a motion-capture tool connected to the
headset. Listeners satisfaction in this musical style
is obtained by either producing music that meets
their expectations or by pleasantly surprising them
(Racy, 1998) (Kahel, 2021). Their satisfaction is
expressed by a response that generally corresponds
to a movement of the body. In response, the mu-
sician answers by emphasizing what led to the sat-
isfaction of the listener. Taking this interaction
as inspiration, we analyze the motion-capture sig-

nal in order to determine whether the movement
was actually caused by listening to the automatic
generated sentences rather than any other external
reason. Consequently, in the algorithm, if the re-
sponse of the motion-capture is 0, this indicates
that no pleasant movement related to music was
detected, then we select another n-gram to pro-
duce new translation with the wish that this one
will produce more effect on the listener. To al-
low for a smooth melodic development, the new n-
gram will typically have some similarity – whether
close or loose – to the previous n-gram. The
musically-informed objective metrics that we pre-
sented earlier form a basic measure for n-gram
similarity. Basic domain knowledge is also con-
sidered when selecting n-grams because character-
istics of musical sentences change along the im-
provisation (Kisserwan, 2016).

The iterative translation of a given n-gram is re-
peated until the tone center s1 dominates the se-
quence S(i), or in other words when the number
of s1 in S(i) is greater than a fixed threshold α.
Table 9 illustrates an example of musical sentences
produced by the model proposed in this section.

N. Sequence Description
S1 s3t3s4t2s4t3s4t1
S2 s3t3s2t2s1t2s2t2s1t2s2t2

s1t3s2t2s1t4s2t3s3t8 Trans(S1)
S3 s1t4s1t4s1t3s1t3s1t2s1t2

s2t2s1t3s1t3s1t3s2t3
s2t3s1t3 Trans(S2)

S4 s1t7s1t7s1t7s1t5s1t4s1t3
s1t2s1t2s2t2s1t3s1t3s1t3
s1t3s1t3s1t3s1t3s1t3s1t3
s2t3s1t3s6t2s1t3s1t3 Trans(S3)

Table 9: Musical An example of the iterative translation.

4.1 Evaluation

We performed both objective and subjective eval-
uations. In Table 10 and using the five musically
informed objective metrics, we present a generic
statistical overview of machine-generated taqāsı̄m
and a set of ones of comparable length in the
dataset. Results are very good for the metrics:
scale-degree count and average scale degree inter-
val. There is potential for further improvement in
the other measures. In the absence of baseline re-
sults for taqāsı̄m, we consider these results as a
baseline for future research.



Metric Human SMT
(p.s) x σ x σ

M1 25.1 13.9 17.4 11.0
M2 4.8 1.2 4.5 1.6
M3 1.8 0.9 1.4 0.8
M4 0.7 0.2 0.7 0.3
M5 3.1 0.6 2.9 0.4

Table 10: Comparing iterative translation to human impro-
visation using musically informed objective metrics: note
count (M1), scale degree count (M2), scale degree range
(M3), mean scale degree interval (M4), and mean quantized-
duration (M5). Metrics were calculated per sentence (p.s),
then the average (x) and standard deviation (σ) were calcu-
lated on all sentences of the test set.

For the subjective evaluation, we recruited two
expert practitioners in the maqām music tradition.
They listened to 102 improvisatory sentences sit-
uated within 34 groups of iterations. Each group
consisted of a motivic n-gram that was repeated
twice, then followed by three iterative translations.
As this contribution is concerned mainly with the
MT part of the model, we asked the experts to eval-
uate only the development of the musical motives
throughout the iteration. Just like in Section 3.4,
the evaluators considered pitch and rhythm when
rating each translation from 1 to 5. Results for this
MT task as shown in Table 11 are promising and
experts noted their appreciation of the quality of
the automatic improvisations.

Mean min max
4.03 3.81 4.25

Table 11: Subjective evaluation of iterative translation in
taqāsı̄m generation.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a MT system for automatic instru-
mental improvisation in maqām music. By reduc-
ing the dimensions of the textual representation of
musical sentences to only scale degree and quan-
tized duration, it was possible to train SMT and
NMT models using a parallel dataset (vocal and in-
strumental) that is both relatively small (6991 sen-
tences) and diverse (8 different maqamat). The su-
perior MT model was then used as a basis to gen-
erate real-time instrumental improvisation condi-
tioned to listener feedback. To this end, we con-
structed a fully instrumental dataset of 717 impro-
visations from which we extracted frequent repre-

sentative patterns (n-grams) for each maqam. MT
was then applied, iteratively, starting first with the
n-grams and then conditioned to listener feedback.
Results were found promising based on subjec-
tive evaluations by experts from the maqām music
tradition, as well as objective evaluation applied
at two levels: the sentence level using the BLEU
measure, and a higher level using statistical, mu-
sically informed metrics. The two objective mea-
sures were found consistent with each other. Fu-
ture work will include investigating the influence
of the following factors on the performance of mu-
sic MT models: musical quality, size, and average
sentence length of the (sub-)dataset.
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